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Are You Dense?

By Carrie Higbie

In the data-centric enterprises of today there is a need for more processing, data, and connectivity in less floor space. Storage is more compact, servers are now available in blades with multiple servers within one chassis, and likewise, connectivity is responding with high-density solutions. The cost per square inch of utilization within the data center equates to prime real estate. With new demands and mandates for redundancy, companies are faced with these expenses not only for one data center, but, in many instances, two. The decision to in-source or outsource the redundancy is based on several factors, with cost being a prime consideration.

Some experts estimate that by the end of the century there will be one terabyte of data stored for each and every person on earth. So how is it that with these increases in storage can the overall real estate required shrink? The answer is clear. More data fits in less space; more instructions are processed in the same chip space used 18 months ago. There is a fine art to planning capacity, growth, space, and power. According to the "Global Data Center Report," there are millions of square feet of data center space available from various data center providers. There are lessons to be learned from their art of capacity planning regardless of the size of your business or the Tier rating of your data center.

Data centers are rated in four tiers. Each tier represents a level of redundancy and usage. Each level of redundancy requires additional space. Which brings us to the real need for high density. The size of the data center depends on the number of persons served. The BICSI (Building Industry Consulting Service International, Inc.) Telecommunications Distribution Methods Manual recommends that for each square foot of work area space (100 square feet), equipment rooms shall contain 0.75 square feet of equipment room space, with an additional 0.25 square feet for each 250 square feet building automation zone. Hospitals, hotels, and other multi-tenant environments may require additional square footage in the data center to accommodate future growth and expansion. Companies should anticipate and plan for future growth to ensure the main data facility has enough ports available and space allocated to add additional personnel and resources to their network.

For instance if a building provides 20,000 square feet of usable floor space, this provides roughly 200 work areas and will require 170 square feet of equipment room space including building automation space. If a tenant is renting space at $40.00 per square foot, the price tag on the equipment room alone is $6,800.00. The area of one rack (19" x 24" deep) plus clearances (3 feet in front of the rack plus 2 feet to the rear) equates to $442.40 in floor space per rack. Note that no side clearances are included, as they would only apply to the end racks. This figure does not include heating and cooling, monitoring, etc. A typical rack has about 42 RU (1.5" per Rack Unit). Each RU then costs $10.53 in this example. Obviously, rental space comes in a variety of prices, but it is clear to see that these areas quickly become high dollar spaces.

The equipment that resides in the rack with its related maintenance further adds to the figure above. However, protection from downtime and its associated costs make these data centers some of the most valuable assets within a company. There is a finite amount of expandability outwards or upwards, so the best solution is to utilize each rack unit to its fullest potential. The same can be said for racks in intermediate cross-connects and other
distribution areas. This floor space cannot be used for work areas, and therefore, the equipment productivity is the only revenue contributor throughout the areas.

The industry is cognizant of the costs and has responded with new solutions to the old space problem. It is important to understand that many of the data centers in use today were designed for yesterday's systems and system needs. New applications, data requirements and telecommunication needs are now filling every conceivable inch. However, there is new promise with high-density blade servers, high-density switches and high-density connectivity components. Each RU (Rack Unit) is now capable of housing more ports and processing power than ever before. Additional enhancements have been made through standardization of equipment airflow, eliminating some of the legacy equipment's requirements for air space above and/or below the equipment, increasing the density of the racks as well. IDC expects the value of the blade server market to be $3 billion by the year 2005. Older servers required as many as 5 RU to operate; some won't even fit in racks and require their own dedicated floor space. The costs from the examples above make the rental tag on the 5RU server’s space $52.65. With some of the new blade servers, 12 servers can now fit in the same 5 rack units, lowering the space rental costs of each server to $4.39.

Switches have also increased in port density per rack unit. The older 24-port switches have been updated and now many offer as many as 96 ports in roughly the same 2-unit space. KVM (Keyboard/Video/Mouse) switches have also entered the data center with support for as many as 128 ports in a single box, eliminating the need for separate input/output interfaces to multiple servers. If using the same costs above, for an old 24-port switch residing in 2 rack units, the costs per port for rental space is $0.88 per port. The 96-port equivalent carries a space rental cost of $0.22 per port, a 4X reduction. One key consideration is the trend by many equipment manufacturers to utilize RJ-21 or mini RJ-21x connectors which terminate to 10/100 2-pair connections. While this may seem like a cost and space savings, should a company upgrade their blade servers to gigabit, re-cabling to a standards-based 4-pair connection would be inevitable. Additional cables will need to be added to support the migration from 2-pair 10/100BASE-T to 4-pair 1000BASE-T or higher applications.

The same applies to new connectivity products on the passive side. Another by-product of high-density products is lower overall space costs for companies that have several non-terminated inactive ports. Industry standards recommend that the horizontal cabling in a data center be installed with enough capacity for future growth so that the horizontal can remain unchanged throughout the life of the system. Dark fiber or unused ports consume space even though it is not immediately productive.

New high-density patch panels lower the cost of non-productive space by placing more connections within the same rack space. When selecting a high-density patch panel, there are more important considerations than how many ports fit into a rack space. Too much density can actually decrease the throughput in your environment through the coupling of noise from one connector to another within the same patch panel. Greater noise equals lower bandwidth, more errors, more retransmissions, and will negate any operational savings through loss of productivity.

Another industry innovation that compliments the trend toward higher density is the new BladePatch™ patch cord, which has a push pull latching mechanism. This new patch cord provides the benefit of eliminating the RJ45 latch, thereby reducing finger space required to depress the latch. The result of this new push pull RJ45 design is easier access and faster moves, adds and changes.

Whatever the innovation for your area, there are a few key considerations. Quality should be paramount. This is not an area to scrimp on equipment or connectivity, leaving you penny wise and dollar foolish. The number of users connected, the costs associated with downtime and the potential increase in cost for purchasing commodity or lower-end equipment will eradicate any savings originally realized. When figuring total cost of ownership and return on investment for this equipment, realize its importance to your company's operations. Don't rely on a single vendor for advice. You should comparison shop with multiple contenders and evaluate based upon the best values and not price alone. Being price conscious matters, but not at the expense of quality and reliability. Watch for mean time before failure numbers. Understand ALL of their comparative numbers and what each means. Buying quality equipment may mean the difference between you spending a week in Tahiti or a week in your new data center.
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